The Iron Hand's Fancy, Plearaca na Láinihe Iarann

A 3 X 32 bar 4-hand reel composed in 1981 for Simon Spaulding by Terry O'Neal.

(32) Body: **Quick Square, Telescope-Star, Pull Through-Star, Slipside Partner & Turn Opposite.**

(8) Quick Square.
(4) 1st couple lead 1/2 Telescope-1/2 Right Hand Star to partner's place.
(4) 2nd couple lead 1/2 Telescope-1/2 Left Hand Star home.
(2) Keeping Left hands, all Pull Through to the diagonally opposite place into
(2) Right Hand Star home.
(4) Keeping Right hands, all Pull Through to the diagonally opposite place and Left Hand Star home.
(2) Slipsides with partner.
(2) Turn opposite 1/2 by Right to change places.
(4) Repeat to place.

(32) Figure: **Heys for 4** on the diagonals and **Around the House.**

(8) Hey on the ladies' diagonal:
(2) Turn partner 2/3 by Right,
(4) Ladies pass Left shoulder in the center, men loop Right through partner's place and follow the ladies in the Hey.
(2) Ladies complete the Hey to place, while men loop out to the other man's place.

(8) Men take the lady on their Right (their opposite) with crossed hands and Around the House with her until both are at home; keep her Right hand.

(8) Hey on the men's diagonal:
Men pull their opposites to the men's places and men pass Left shoulders to begin the Hey. Men complete the Hey while the ladies loop out to the other lady's place.

(8) Men take the lady across from you (your partner) with crossed hands and Around the House with her till both are at home.
(32) Body: **Quick Square, Telescope-Star, Pull Through-Star, Slipside Partner & Turn Opposite.**

Bow to your friends, compliment the band, and kiss the composer.

**Caller's Notes for The Iron Hand's Fancy:**

(32) Body: **Quick Square, Telescope-Star, Pull Through-Star, Slipside Partner & Turn Opposite.**

(16) **Hey for 4** on ladies' diagonal, **Around the House** with opposite.

(16) **Hey for 4** on men's diagonal, **Around the House** with partner.

(32) Body: **Quick Square, Telescope-Star, Pull Through-Star, Slipside Partner & Turn Opposite.**